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THE SYMPHONIES OF JOSEPH HAYDN James Webster

T

hese recordings of the 106 complete ex¬
tant Haydn symphonies have been or¬
ganised into fifteen volumes, as listed in the
table on pp. 12-13.f (Until Nos 76-78 of c. 1782,
the ordering of the traditional ‘104’ numbers
is seriously inaccurate.) Insofar as possible, the
volumes are ordered chronologically. But many
works before c. 1780 cannot be precisely dated
and have had to be assigned somewhat arbitrarily;
also a certain degree of overlapping between
volumes is unavoidable. Details are given in a
note on chronology in each volume.
In general Haydn composed for what today
would be called a chamber orchestra; until the
1780s it was a very small ensemble indeed. During
his earliest years at the Esterhazy court (through
c. 1767), the normal complement was approxi¬
mately thirteen to sixteen players: strings most
often 3-3-1-1-1 (though there may have been as
many as eight violins on occasion), plus pairs of
oboes and horns, one bassoon (doubling the
cello and violone [double bass] on the bass
part), and often one flute; trumpets and drums
were exceptional. (The still earlier Morzin en¬
semble was presumably no larger; to judge by
the music, it included no flutes.) Beginning in
the late 1760s, the band gradually increased in
size, primarily owing to the Prince’s growing

passion for opera, which necessitated a larger
and more varied ensemble. From c. 1768 to
c. 1775, it usually numbered sixteen to eighteen,
with the string section now approximately
4-4-2-1-1; in 1776, with the opening of the court
opera house and the expansion of the season,
the ensemble grew again, reaching in the 1780s a
maximum of twenty-two to twenty-four, with
the strings approximately 6-5-2-2-2. Only
in London, where in 1792-94 Salomon’s band
totalled nearly forty players (around 8-8-4-5~4)
and in 1795 the ‘Professional’ orchestra
approached sixty (around 10-10-5-6-5, with
doubled winds), were Haydn’s forces ap¬
propriate for brilliant, ‘public’ symphonies.
Again, details are given where needed in the
chronological note to each volume.
Haydn almost certainly used no keyboard in¬
strument in his symphonies, except in London.
This view, which differs from earlier ones but is
now widely held among scholars, is based on
the following criteria: (1) Haydn’s symphony
autographs include no figures or indications of
a keyboard instrument whatever, whereas those
for other orchestral genres (concerti, vocal
music) do so in abundance. (2) The authentic
performing materials include absolutely no
keyboard parts, figures, or references to
IO

(lean orchestration, two- and three-part writ¬
ing) are now viewed as characteristic and desir¬
able. (6) Even with respect to the London sym¬
phonies — where Haydn indeed ‘presided’ at
the keyboard — the continental sources, includ¬
ing those prepared under his direction, include
no keyboard part; this confirms the hypothesis
that none was used for symphonies there. These
recordings are the first on original instruments
to realise Haydn’s sonic intentions in this essen¬
tial respect. I offer a full explanation of the
reasoning behind this decision in an article
published in the November 1990 issue of Early
Music (OUP).

keyboard instruments. (3) There is no evidence
that the Esterhazy court ever employed a sepa¬
rate keyboard or continuo player (other than
Haydn himself), and some evidence that Haydn
led the ensemble from the violin (by his own
testimony, he was a good enough violinist to
perform as the soloist in concertos). (4) The
finale of the ‘Farewell’ Symphony (No.45), in
which each player has a little solo before depart¬
ing, includes no keyboard music and ends with
two unaccompanied solo violins (presumably
Haydn and his concertmaster Luigi Tomasini).
(5) Aspects of style which formerly were
thought to demand filling-out by a continuo

j* The 106 works comprise Hoboken I: 1-104, 107 and 108 (Landon designates the latter two as A’ and ‘B’ respec¬
tively). A few additional movements survive as fragments; see Volumes 9 and 10 of these recordings. (Hoboken’s
No. 105 is asinfonia concertante [1792] for oboe, bassoon, violin, cello and orchestra; No. 106 is the overture to Lepescatrici.)
No other genuine Haydn symphonies are known.
A concordance of all fifteen volumes organised according to the traditional numbers is printed at the back of
this booklet.
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Volume

Symphonies

I

Symphonies for Count Morzin

1, 2, 4, 5,

(c. 1757-60)

107 (‘A’)

From Vienna to Eszterhaza

3, 14, 15, 17,

(c. 1760-63)

108 (‘B’)

Early Esterhazy Symphonies

6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 16, 40, 72

2

3

10, 11, 18, 27, 32, 37,

53, 54(2nd version), 61, 66, 67,

9 Theatrical and Popular Symphonies

68, 69

(c. 1774-77)
19, 20, 25, 33, 36,

(1761-63)

4

c

62, 63, 70, 71, 73, 74, 75

10 Serious Entertainment
(c. 1778-81)

76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81

I I First Symphonies for Publication
(1782-84)

21, 22, 23, 24, 28, 29, 30, 31, 34

1764-1765

82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87

12 The ‘Paris’ Symphonies
(1785-86)

5

Entertainment Symphonies

35, 38,39.41, 58, 59,65

(c. 1765-68)
6

(1787-89)
26,42,43,44,48,49

The Early ‘Sturm und Drang’
(c. 1768-71)

7

14 The First London Journey

93,94.95,96.97,98

(1791-92)
45, 46, 47, 51, 52, 64

Climax of the ‘Sturm und Drang’
(c. 1772)

8

88, 89, 90, 91, 92

I 3 Apotheosis of the Chamber Symphony

99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104

15 The Second London Journey
(1793-95)

50, 54(ist version), 55, 56, 57, 60

1773-1774

12

© James Webster 1990
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VOLUME 5: NOTES ON SOURCES AND CHRONOLOGY

H

sofar as they can be precisely dated, are all
from 1767 and 1768 (No.35: 1 December
1767). In the absence of contradictory evi¬
dence it seems likely that the remaining four
symphonies also date from c. 1767-68 (to be
safe, one would say 1766-69). Support for
these datings can be found elsewhere. The ‘alia
zoppa’ minuet of No. 58 in F is the same as that
in the Baryton Trio Hob. XI:52, from 1767-68;
although we do not know which came first,
they can be presumed to be very close in date.
Furthermore, we know (from works whose
dates are secure) that the earliest secondary
sources and catalogue entries tend to show up
one to two years after the date of composition.
Thus Nos. 3 8 in C and 59 in A are both dated
1769 in secondary sources; that to No. 38 was
written by the Esterhazy court copyist Johann

composed the seven symphonies
recorded here between 1765-66 and
c. 1768 (or a little later). Except for No.35,
their actual dates, and hence their internal
chronological order, can only be estimated:
1765-66
No.39 in G minor
c.1767
Nos.38 in C, 58 in F
1 December 1767
No. 3 5 in B flat
c. 1768
Nos.41 in C, 59 in A
aydn

[see below]

'rmcipts

jStuili ... 'i'nton^- ah (istertuisif it
,-n, , trine. \Va.lterftra.fs dicifur.

Cpila/UfuL

W E ftcrhatv <ie Cmlaii th;

The Esterhazy Palace in Vienna (in the Wallnerstrasse), where Haydn lived during the winter season
(Bildarchiv der Osterreichischen Nationalbibliothek, Vienna)

No.65 in A

The chronology of Haydn’s symphonies for
the period 1766-71 is less secure than for many
others, owing to (1) the relative paucity of sur¬
viving autographs (from this group, we have
only that to No. 3 5); and (2) an absence of clear
differences in instrumentation (which often
permit correlations with documented changes
of personnel in the Esterhazy orchestra).
Nevertheless, there is strong circumstantial
evidence supporting the datings for all the
symphonies listed above except No.65.
Every other year or so from 1765 until well
into the 1770s, Haydn entered small groups of
works, arranged by genre, in his so-called Entwurf-Katalog (‘EK’). Symphonies 35, 38, 41,
58, and 59 appear in EK as part of a coherent
larger sequence of orchestral works which, in¬

Elssler, apparently not later than 1768. No.41
in C also survives in an Elssler copy, whose
watermark and handwriting suggest that it was
written c. 1768-69; since authentic sources can
be presumed to have been written sooner than
others, this suggests a date of around 1768.
Perhaps it is the latest in this group of five
symphonies.
Stylistically, Sonja Gerlach has argued that
Nos.41 and 59 are later than the other three,

15

owing to what seems to be their ‘transitional’
function in Haydn’s changing instrumentation
of slow movements during this period. All
those before c. 1767 are scored for strings alone
(plus, in some cases, solo concertante winds),
whereas all those from c. 1769-70 on include
oboes and horns as normal constituents, with
the horns transposed to the new key. But al¬
though these two movements include horns,
they employ them ‘tentatively’, and in differ¬
ent ways: in No.41 the C alto horns are trans¬
posed, but ‘only’ to C basso, not to F (the key
of the movement); in No. 59 their use is pecul¬
iar in a different way (see the annotations
below).
Symphony No.39 in G minor, on the basis
of its minor key, used to be taken as an early
example of Haydn’s so-called ‘Sturm und
Drang’ manner, and was therefore dated
c. 1768. This speculation now seems less com¬
pelling, especially since its use of four horns
suggests that it must have originated during
the latter part of 1765 or early in 1766. Thus it
is roughly contemporaneous with Nos.28 and
31: No. 28 appears to be the last of the group
Nos.28-31 (dated 1765), while No.31, the
‘Hornsignal’, is the only other symphony from
this period that employs four horns. (The ap¬

parent availability of four or even more hornists again in 1767-68 appears illusory: the
players in question seem to have functioned
primarily as violinists.) Although Haydn cited
this work in EK slightly later than the group
discussed above, he paired it with the much
earlier No.20 in C (recorded in Volume 2), in
an exceptional manner suggesting a supple¬
mental entry rather than an ‘original’ one
more or less contemporary with the date of
composition.
Unlike the other symphonies in this vol¬
ume, Symphony No.65 in A cannot be se¬
curely dated even to an approximate two-year
period. It was long believed to come from
c. 1772-3 (that is, following the climax of the
‘Sturm und Drang’), in part because of its
being in the same key as, and sharing a certain
eccentricity with, its apparent ‘neighbour’
No. 64. But in EK it appears in a group of sym¬
phonies whose dates range widely, from
c. 1768 to 1772. And recent studies of the
sources and (again) slow-movement scoring No.65 uses no mutes, unlike almost all other
symphonies from 1769-70 through 1774 suggest a date of c. 1769-70, possibly even
1768. Finally, in style it resembles not only
No.64, but to an equal degree No. 59 of c. 1768

(see the annotations below); hence it finds an
appropriate place in the present volume.

in Volume 6, along with other, slightly later
symphonies that exhibit Haydn’s ‘Sturm und
Drang’ manner.
(The inclusion of the
thoroughly ‘serious’ No.39 here is admittedly
inconsistent with this principle; owing to its
presumed earlier date, however, this volume
provides the most suitable context.)

★ ★ ★ ★ ★

The chronological boundaries between this
volume and Volumes 4 and (especially) 6 are
not clear-cut. Symphony No.39 in G minor
overlaps by instrumentation with No. 31, and
by date perhaps with other works in Volume 4.
Nor can we distinguish clearly between Sym¬
phonies 41, 59, and 65 in this volume and
Nos.26, 48, and 49 in Volume 6: all six works
seem to cluster around 1768 (but only No.49
in F minor is securely dated to that year). For
this reason, as well as practical ones, we have
instead essayed a stylistic distinction. Nos.41,
59, and 65 appear here as ‘entertainment’ sym¬
phonies with their slightly earlier compatriots
Nos.35, 38 and 58; while the minor-mode
symphonies 26 and 49 and the unusually seri¬
ous and very long No.48 in C (substantially
different from No.41 in the same key) appear

★ ★ ★ ★ ★

Although Symphonies 38 and 41, both in C,
are transmitted with trumpets and timpani in
secondary sources, the Elssler copies of them
have
none.
Furthermore,
the
evidence
strongly suggests that (except occasionally in
church) neither trumpets nor timpani were
regularly used at the Esterhazy court until
1773 (in operas) or 1774 (in symphonies).
Hence it is virtually certain that Haydn’s origi¬
nal versions of these two works did not employ
them (indeed there is no evidence that he ever
authorised them). We therefore omit them on
these recordings.

1 See Sonja Gerlach, ‘Haydns Orchestermusiker von 1761 bis 1774’, Haydn-Studien, 4 (1976-80), 35-48; ‘Fragen zur
Chronologie von Haydns friihen Sinfonien’ (forthcoming); H. C. Robbins Landon, Haydn: Chronicle and Works,
vol.2, Haydn at Eszterhaza 1766-1790 (London, 1978), 284-7; Jens Peter Larsen, ‘Haydn’s Early Symphonies: The
Problem of Dating’, in Music in the Classic Period: Essays in Honor of Barry S. Brook, ed. Allan W. Atlas (New York,
1985), 117-31 (repr. in Larsen, Handel, Haydn and the Viennese Classical Style [Ann Arbor, 1988], 159-70); Robert
von Zahn, ‘Der furstlich Esterhazysche Notenkopist Joseph Elssler sen.’, Haydn-Studien, 6/2 (1988), 130-47.
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JOSEPH HAYDN Entertainment Symphonies, c. 1765-1768
First page from the original
manuscript of Symphony
No.35
(National Szechenyi Library,
Budapest)

T

he years 1765-66 witnessed momentous
changes in Haydn’s status and activity as
princely Esterhazy Kapellmeister. His original
appointment in 1761 had been merely as ViceKapellmeister, with responsibility only for the
princely Hof- und Cammermusique (which ad¬
mittedly comprised not only all the instrumen¬
tal music including that for orchestra, but also
all the secular vocal and theatrical music).
Nevertheless, his ageing predecessor G.J.
Werner retained the title of Kapellmeister, with
authority over the church music; only follow¬
ing Werner’s death in March 1766 was Haydn
promoted to full Kapellmeister, and given re¬
sponsibility for the church music as well. Not
surprisingly, he immediately turned to sacred
vocal music with enthusiasm, composing the
huge Missa Cellensis (1766), the (mainly lost)

music.) In addition, however, doubtless under
princely instigation, he also cultivated opera
buffa, composing in the same period La canterina (premiered 1766), Lo speziale (1768), and
Le pescatrici (1770). Finally, these were the
years of the first major building campaign on
the grand new castle ‘Eszterhaza’; for example,
the opera house was functioning as early as au¬
tumn 1768 (Haydn’s own Speziale seems to
have been the inaugural production).
This unprecedented activity in both sacred
vocal music and comic opera forms the
background to Haydn’s symphonic production
during the second half of the 1760s. The con¬
nection between the high seriousness of the
former and his so-called ‘Sturm und Drang’
style (see Volumes 6-7) has long been under¬
stood. But (contrary to the traditional view)
‘theatrical’ style was equally important for
Haydn’s symphonic music in this period. It has
recently been suggested not only that many
symphonies of this period may have originated
in whole or in part as incidental or stage music
(as we know was the case in 1774-81), but that
even in its most expressive aspects, the ‘Sturm
und Drang’ may have represented but an inten¬
sification of his interest in theatre music.1 Al¬
though this remains speculative, there can be

Missa sunt bona mixta malis in stile antico, and the
large-scale ‘Great Organ Mass’ in E-flat (the
latter two c. 1768-69), as well as the Stabat mater
(1767; enthusiastically praised by Hasse) and
the cantata ‘Applausus’ (1768). (It is owing to
this cantata’s origins as an ‘outside’ commis¬
sion, for the Cistercian monastery at Zwettl,
that we have Haydn’s most extensive surviving
comments about performance practice, which
he set down in a letter accompanying the
19

two parts, which fragment and discuss the two

no question as to the importance of‘entertain¬
ment’ as a governing concept behind his sym¬
phonies in this period - as the works here re¬
corded abundantly demonstrate.
Symphony No.35 in Bflat major
Although by outward criteria this symphony
of late 1767 is entirely unexceptional - it
employs a common major key, the customary
four-movement sequence, and the standard
orchestra of two oboes, two horns, and strings
(the winds tacent in the slow movement and
trio), and it has no nickname, programmatic
or theatrical associations, or overt disruptions
of generic conventions or stylistic decorum it exemplifies throughout the high art of which
Haydn was capable in his ‘entertainment’
mode. The Allegro di molto is based entirely
on two contrasting ideas presented at the be¬
ginning: a graceful cantahile motive in the
strings (interrupted by a horn-instigated fan¬
fare), and a powerful unison theme on a ‘gallop¬
ing’ motive. The cantahile idea returns in
numerous different contexts; as was his wont,
Haydn varies it each time (note especially the
eccentric continuations in the second group
and, at the beginning of the recapitulation, the
striking new form of that horn interruption).
The development, a model of its type, is in

themes in turn.
The sonata-form Andante exhibits the
sprightly profundity mixed with eccentricity
that is typical of Haydn’s non-Adagio slow
movements. It begins with a delicious example
of tonal wit: though it is in the subdominant
key of E flat, the five-bar opening phrase be¬
gins in such a way as to imply B flat (which is
still resounding in our inner ear), with unex¬
pected consequences at each successive appear¬
ance - not least at the very end, where the
tonal balance is at last restored. (This is
perhaps Haydn’s earliest large-scale example of
what would soon become a familiar structural
witticism: that of ending a movement with its
opening phrase.) The vigorous minuet is a
masterpiece of subtlety, with unexpected
changes of register and phrasing (most obvi¬
ously in association with the trilled motive
first heard in the second measure); the most
unexpected is the straightforward piano end¬
ing. The Presto finale repeats the begin¬
ning = ending ploy; the joke is all the more ef¬
fective because the three opening ‘hammerstrokes’ move up from the tonic to the
mediant, such that the movement ends melodically ‘off the tonic. The violation of conven¬
20

The Andante molto is a delicately farcical
‘echo’ movement, of the sort that notoriously
offended the conservative North German cri¬
tics of Haydn’s day. The second violins, muted,
constantly imitate the concluding motives of
the wmnuted firsts - no matter how tactlessly
in the rhythmic context, or how excessively at
the end of both main sections. The minuet fea¬
tures a solo oboe in the trio. So does the sec¬
ond group of the Allegro di molto finale (now
in alia breve), which in general alternates bet¬
ween an opening theme that prances up and
down the scale over an offbeat tonic pedal, and
contrapuntal passages in the transitions and
the development. The effect is decidedly one
of comic juxtaposition rather than organic in¬
tegration.
Symphony No.39 in G minor
This symphony occupies a special place in two
respects: if the revised date of 1765-66 (see the
note on chronology and sources) is correct, it
is Haydn’s earliest symphony that is truly in the
minor mode (in the slightly earlier No.34,
only the opening slow movement is in the
minor). It is also the only Haydn symphony
using four horns that is not in the key of D. In¬
deed it seems to have instigated an entire series
of passionate symphonies in G minor, includ-

tion is all the stronger because we have already
heard ‘the same’ chords at the end of the ex¬
position - where, however, they remained on
the keynote as a conventional afterbeat ges¬
ture.
Symphony No.38 in C major
Whether the inspired foolery of this work
owed its inspiration to the stage we cannot
know; it certainly would not lose anything
from the association. Like several other early
Haydn symphonies in C, the opening Allegro
di molto employs the otherwise unusual
‘finale’ metre of 2/4 in its opening movement.
Perhaps it is overture-like; certainly it sounds
‘stagey’, faintly bombastic, with little subtlety
of contrast or motivic variation. And in the
middle of the development it becomes down¬
right comic: this section has centred around
A minor; at the conclusion of a long sequence,
Haydn twice cadences deceptively on F (its
submediant), until he tires of this game and
stamps out a third cadence, in unison, to clinch
A minor at last - whereupon he not only sub¬
stitutes F this time too, but drops to piano and
begins a new episode in F major! (The ‘trio’like effect of the reduced scoring and contex¬
tual separation of the latter section is also
found primarily in early finales.)
21

ing two by J.B. Vanhal, one by J.C. Bach

this beginning; it stands as a psychological
motto over the whole movement (and leads to
the expected ‘surprises’ in the retransition and
recapitulation). The charming Andante in 3/8
stands, unusually, in the submediant (E flat);
this was Mozart’s favorite key-relation in
minor-key works, while Haydn usually chose
the relative major or the tonic major. It has
been unjustly criticized for its ‘shallowness’ in
the context of a minor-key symphony, but this
seems anachronistically Romantic: there is no
law that every Haydn minor-mode symphony

(Op.6, No.6), and one by Mozart (the ‘little’ G
minor, K183); one of those by Vanhal and the
Mozart also use four horns. The horns are
pitched by pairs, two in G and two in B flat;
this permits their use virtually throughout the
G minor scale, as well as in passages set in the
relative major. Oddly, however, in distinction
to Haydn’s D major symphonies with four
horns, the two pairs almost never play to¬
gether in four-part harmony, but usually alter¬
nate according to the harmony; even the solo¬
istic B-flat horns in the trio are (by Haydn’s
standards) routine. Hence the effect is not
much different from that obtainable by only
two horns pitched a minor third apart, such as
we find in most of Haydn’s later minor-mode
symphonies.

must create a ‘through-composed’ effect like
that found in the ‘Farewell’ or No.44 in E
minor. The movement boasts subtle and witty
effects aplenty, and an unexpected codetta at
the end. The trio of the minuet features the
oboes and horns; the main part exhibits
Haydn’s astringently bare two-part writing,
here spiced by pungent Balkanisms (the raised
fourth scale-degree). The finale, Allegro di
molto, contrasts with the opening movement
in having no leisure for provocations. It is pas¬
sionate throughout (note the ‘wide-leap’ mo¬
tives in the opening theme, argued by Sisman
to be another ‘theatrical’ effect), and rushes
through a brief, whirlwind sonata form that
slackens the pace only in the most unlikely

The Allegro assai begins with a quiet fourbar theme that ends provocatively on the dom¬
inant, with a pregnant pause; it is followed
still more provocatively by a six-bar continua¬
tion for the violins alone that again ends on the
dominant, this time a bare octave, with
another pregnant pause. Neither the rushing
second group nor the impressive development
centring round an elaborate contrapuntal pas¬
sage can compromise the unsettling effect of
22

place: the first half of the development.
Symphony No.4i in C major
In distinction to No. 38 (in the same key), this
work eschews all staginess in favour of unmediatedly symphonic style. The opening Al¬
legro con spirito in 3/4 moves from cantahile
phrases initiated by short, isolated forte attacks
to a grand continuation; the second group re¬
calls that of No. 3 5 in its rushing, tremolo,
rhythmically unstable character. The develop¬
ment is one of Haydn’s first to make an aesthe¬
tic point of the ‘immediate reprise’ ( a state¬
ment of the main theme in the tonic towards
the beginning of the development, before the
real action gets under way); this was a precur¬
sor of his better-known ‘false recapitulations’.
The movement ends with a brief, climactic
codetta; another example of Haydn’s increasing
tendency, during these years, to expand the
normal symmetry of the sonata-like forms.
The delicate and subtly expressive Andante
features an elaborate flute solo, supported for
much of its course by the other winds (the first
oboe also has real melodic stature). It is one of
Haydn’s first slow movements to include the
horns, and to mute the violins (both soon be¬
came standard practice). The minuet adopts a
deliberate, galant, downbeat-oriented style,

with (again) paired oboes and horns in the trio.
The finale is a winning perpetuum mobile on a
jig-motive (2/4 metre, but with constant trip¬
lets as if in 6/8), with a rhythmically intricate
second phrase and an occasional pretence at
counterpoint; like the opening movement, it
closes with a fortissimo codetta extension not
heard in the exposition.
Symphony No.58 in F major
This symphony seems to progress from nor¬
malcy to eccentricity. The Allegro theme is,
unusually for Haydn, sustainedly cantabile and
firmly rounded off at the end; energy and elan
are reserved for the second group in the dom¬
inant and the second part of the develop¬
ment (whose first part shown the cantabile
headmotive in a new, partly joking light). The
Andante, in rounded-binary rather than sonata
form, begins oddly with a nine-bar theme,
which the remainder of the movement spins
out at length. The minuet alia zoppa (‘limp¬
ing’) has the same musical substance as that
from the Baryton Trio Hob. XI: 52 in D. It is
regular in phrasing; the nickname refers to the
constant long notes on the second beat of the
measure (note the subtle joke of varying the
‘normal’ first bar on its return, four bars later).
In the baryton work, the minor-mode trio is
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marked ‘al contrario’, presumably to point up
the contrast between its legato ductus and reg¬
ular four-bar phrasing and the minuet; note as
well the horn pedal, which dissonantly sounds
through the changing harmonies in the strings.
The Presto finale in 3/8 is based throughout on
an offbeat motive that is rhythmically hard to
grasp by ear; later, the eccentricity becomes
pervasive, with sudden stops and starts,
dynamic changes, and chromatics.
Symphony No. 59 in A major

once suggests a crowd of confused con¬
spirators; and it is theatrical indeed when they
suddenly halt on a foreign chord, piano, mov¬
ing to the dominant and a pause, rather in the
manner of a slow introduction - a most incon¬
gruous type of ‘opening’ gesture, when jux¬
taposed with the actual beginning. No mere
theatricalism, however, is Haydn’s unpredicta¬
ble, yet coherent play with these motives
throughout the movement; even that piano halt
not only returns several times (always varied)
but, intensified into pianissimo, has the final
word.

Three Haydn symphonies in the key of A from
the late 1760s and early 1770s are among his
most ‘theatrical’: Nos. 59 and 65 in this vol¬
ume, and the slightly later No. 64 (in volume
7). (The nickname ‘Fire’, like so many, is spuri¬
ous: it appears only on one late, inauthentic
source; nor is this work of c. 1768, as one often
reads, related to a play titled Die Feuershrunst
performed at Eszterhaza in 1774, still less to
the Singspiel of the same name - which is in any
case a pasticcio, not a work of Haydn.)2 But it
is easy to believe that Symphony No. 59 might
have originated at least in part as incidental
music. The Presto (a very unusual tempo for
an opening movement after the 1750s), with
its opening octave leap and rushing scales un¬
derneath shifting-rhythmed repeated notes, at

But the Andante o piu tosto allegretto in
the tonic minor is far stranger. (The minor
keys of A, E, and B, associated with the ‘sharp’
side of the tonal spectrum, often stimulated
Haydn to adopt an exotic, ‘Hungarian’ or ‘Bal¬
kan’ air.) A spare two-part theme soon leads to
a completely different cantabile theme in the
relative major (C), developed at great lengthindeed at excessive length: a characteristic of
Haydn’s incidental music. When the cadence is
reached at last, the same theme leads back to
the dominant and a brief reprise of the first
theme. Then comes the real surprise: the
major-mode theme immediately enters again,
in A major, along with the (utterly unex24

even indulges in an extensive coda, with a last
witty variation of his scrappy theme.
Symphony No.65 in A major
This symphony is nearly as ‘theatrical’ as No.
59. To be sure, the opening Vivace e con
spirito is closer to the ‘neutral’ rhetoric of or¬
dinary symphonies; nonetheless it is a marvel¬
ously high-spirited and inventive composingout of its opening contrast: between three annunciatory ‘hammerstroke’ chords (note the
unusual melodic succession: 1-4-3), and the
ensuing quiet off-tonic melody. Witty indeed
is Haydn’s inclusion, early in the development,
of a ‘false reprise’ only of the quiet melody,
without the hammerstrokes, and his con¬
sequent recomposition of the ‘true’ recapitula¬
tion. The Andante, by contrast, is so eccentric
as again irresistibly to conjure up the stage. It
is in sonata form but its unexpected, occasion¬
ally disorienting juxtapositions of four incom¬
patible motives - a cantabile phrase with an offtonic headmotive in triplets, a wind fanfare, a
naked repeated-note pedal, and a sinuous
phrase for the strings in unison - seem to deny
all formal and rhetorical decorum.
The minuet astonishes by its rhythm. A
‘normal’ opening phrase with prominent turnmotives on the downbeats is answered in the

pected) oboes and horns: a ravishing yet pecul¬
iar effect. The peculiarity is only heightened
by yet another, apparently unmotivated recall
of the opening theme, fortissimo, which disap¬
pears as quickly as it enters, leaving the en¬
tirety of the overlong major theme to be re¬
capitulated.
The minuet begins with the same motive as
the Andante (a relatively early example of
Haydn’s increasingly strong tendency to create
motivic links among the several movements in
the cycle); the trio again resorts to the tonic
minor and to strings alone. The sonata-form
finale, Allegro assai, begins with an unaccom¬
panied horn-call in long notes (an effect that
Haydn will vary in one of his latest and greatest
finales: of the ‘Drum Roll’ Symphony,
No. 103); this horn-call alternates with an oboe
melody in fast notes. The continuation, with a
trilled note for the horns, is amusing enough,
but a better joke follows at once: the strings
enter and force these motivic scraps to pretend
that they are going to become a fugue. No¬
thing could be less likely; sure enough, after
only four bars we are off to the races in good
finale style - until the development, when we
are treated to a proper fugato after all! Further
surprises follow in the recapitulation; Haydn
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dominant; but now the turn figure, accented,
appears every fourth beat (in the entire texture,
not merely as a syncopation against steady
downbeats elsewhere). The eruption of 4/4
metre is shocking in this context; it could be
called Brahmsian, if only that admirer of
Haydn had played his rhythmic games in an
equally frank manner. The trio, like that in
No. 59, is in the tonic minor for strings alone;
it alternates a subtly conspiratorial grace-note
ostinato with a frankly conspiratorial rising
sequence. The latter is in hemiola (two-note
groupings within 3/4); that is, the ‘opposite’
rhythmic deformation from that in the
minuet. The Presto finale is a jig in which the

characteristic 12/8 melodic figures are intro¬
duced by a horn-call in octaves. Soon the
horns take the 12/8 figure, accompanied by
massive string chords (recalling the hammerstrokes from the opening movement), and
a rollicking finale-exposition ensues. At the
beginning of the development the horn-call
engenders one of Haydn’s most astonishing
surprises. Thereafter all is well, except that at
the beginning of the recapitulation the horn
jig-motive
and
the
hammerstrokes
are
nowhere to be heard — only to return, follow¬
ing a coda-like repetition of the opening
theme, as the boisterous climax of this splen¬
did finale.

1 Landon, Haydn at Eszterhdza, 279-80 et passim; Elaine R. Sisman, ‘Haydn’s Theater Symphonies’, Journal of the
American Musicological Society, 43 (1990), 292-352.

View of the courtyard of Eszterhaza Palace
(Hungarian National Museum, Budapest)

2 Stephen C. Fisher, ‘Haydn’s Overtures and their Adaptations as Concert Orchestral Works’ (PhD diss., Univ. of
Pennsylvania, 1985), 305, 335n, 167; Gunter Thomas, ‘Haydns deutsche Singspiele’, Haydn-Studien, 6/2 (1986),
53-6i.
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View of the facade of Eszterhaza Palace onto the park
(Archiv fur Kunst und Geschichte, Berlin)

Haydn’s signature dated 1766
(National Szechenyi Library, Budapest)
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SYMPHONY NO.35

SYMPHONIES NOS. 38, 59

VIOLINS
Christopher Hirons - Thomas Cahusac, London 1796
Margaret Faultless - Pietro Antonio Landolfi, Milan c. 1770
Hildburg Williams - Sebastian Klotz, Mittenwald c. 1750
Maurice Whitaker - George Klotz c. 1794

VIOLINS
Christopher Hirons - Thomas Cahusac, London 1796
Margaret Faultless - Pietro Antonio Landolfi, Milan c. 1770
James Ellis - Thomas Smith, London 1750
Fiona Duncan - Richard Duke c. 1760

Marshall Marcus - Saxon c. 1790
Catherine Weiss - Lockey Hill, London c. 1800
James Ellis - Thomas Smith, London c. 1750
William Thorp - John Crowther, London 1780

Marshall Marcus - Saxon c. 1790
Catherine Weiss - Lockey Hill, London c. 1800
Nicola Cleminson - Bohemian c. 1750
William Thorp - John Crowther, London 1780

VIOLA
Katharine Hart - Tomaso Eberle 1778

VIOLA
Katharine Hart - Tomaso Eberle 1778

VIOLONCELLO
Susan Sheppard - David Rubio 1987 (Stradivarius 1711)

VIOLONCELLO
David Watkin -Clive Morris 1982 (Domenico Montagnana 1690)

DOUBLE BASS
Barry Guy- Roger Dawson 1983 (Gasparo de Said 1560)

DOUBLE BASS
Barry Guy - Roger Dawson 1983 (Gasparo de Said 1560,)

OBOES
Frank de Bruine- Toshiyuki Hasegawa 1984 (Heinrich Grenser c. 1800,)
Robin Canter - Heinrich Grenser c. 1800

OBOES
Frank de Bruine - Toshiyuki Hasegawa 1984 (Heinrich Grenser c. 1800,)
Robin Canter - Heinrich Grenser c. 1800

BASSOON
Alastair Mitchell - Frederic Guillaume Adler, Paris c. 1810

BASSOON
Andrew Watts -Peter de Koningh 1984 (Heinrich Grenser c. 1800)

HORNS
Anthony Halstead - Robert Paxman 1983 (French c.1800)
Colin Horton- Robert Paxman 1983 (French c. 1800,)

HORNS
Anthony Halstead - Robert Paxman 1983 (French c. 1800)
Colin Horton - Robert Paxman 1983 (French c.1800)
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SYMPHONY NO.35

SYMPHONIES NOS. 38, 59

VIOLINS
Christopher Hirons - Thomas Cahusac, London 1796
Margaret Faultless - Pietro Antonio Landolfi, Milan c. 1770
Hildburg Williams - Sebastian Klotz, Mittenwald c. 1750
Maurice Whitaker - George Klotz c. 1794

VIOLINS
Christopher Hirons - Thomas Cahusac, London 1796
Margaret Faultless - Pietro Antonio Landolfi, Milan c. 1770
James Ellis - Thomas Smith, London 1750
Fiona Duncan - Richard Duke c. 1760

Marshall Marcus - Saxon c. 1790
Catherine Weiss - Lockey Hill, London c. 1800
James Ellis - Thomas Smith, London c. 1750
William Thorp -John Crowther, London 1780

Marshall Marcus - Saxon c. 1790
Catherine Weiss - Lockey Hill, London c. 1800
Nicola Cleminson - Bohemian c. 1750
William Thorp - John Crowther, London 1780

VIOLA
Katharine Hart - Tomaso Eberle 1778

VIOLA
Katharine Hart - Tomaso Eberle 1778

VIOLONCELLO
Susan Sheppard - David Rubio 1987 (Stradivarius 1711)

VIOLONCELLO
David Watkin -Clive Morris 1982 (Domenico Montagnana 1690)

DOUBLE BASS
Barry Guy - Roger Dawson 1983 (Gasparo de Said 1560,)

DOUBLE BASS
Barry Guy - Roger Dawson 1983 (Gasparo de Said i$6o)

OBOES
Frank de Bruine- Toshiyuki Hasegawa 1984 (Heinrich Grenser c. i8ooj
Robin Canter - Heinrich Grenser c. 1800

OBOES
Frank de Bruine - Toshiyuki Hasegawa 1984 (Heinrich Grenser c. 1800J
Robin Canter - Heinrich Grenser c. 1800

BASSOON
Alastair Mitchell - Frederic Guillaume Adler, Paris c. 1810

BASSOON
Andrew Watts - Peter de Koningh 1984 (Heinrich Grenser c. 1800)

HORNS
Anthony Halstead - Robert Paxman 1983 (French c.1800)
Colin Horton- Robert Paxman 1983 (French c. 1800,)

HORNS
Anthony Halstead - Robert Paxman 1983 (French c.1800)
Colin Horton - Robert Paxman 1983 (French c. i8ooj
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SYMPHONIES NOS. 39*, 41**

SYMPHONIES NOS. 58, 65

VIOLINS
Christopher Hirons - Thomas Cahusac, London 1796
Margaret Faultless - Thomas Perry 1796
Brian Smith - Domenico Montagnana 1740
William Thorp -John Crowther, London 1780

VIOLINS
Christopher Hirons - Thomas Cahusac, London 1796
Brian Smith -Domenico Montagnana 1740
Hildburg Williams - Sebastian Klotz, Mittenwald c. 1750
Fiona Duncan — Richard Duke c. 1760

James Ellis - Thomas Smith, London 1750
Marshall Marcus - Saxon c. 1790
Simon Jones - Frederick & Charles Farley 1978 (Guarneri 1723)
Maurice Whitaker - George Klotz c. 1794

Simon Jones - English c. 1835
William Thorp -John Betts c. 1790
James Ellis — Thomas Smith, London 1750
Maurice Whitaker - French c. 1800

VIOLA
Katharine Hart - Tomaso Eherle 1778

VIOLA
Katharine Hart - Tomaso Eberle 1778

VIOLONCELLO
Susan Sheppard - David Rubio 1987 (Stradivarius 1711)

VIOLONCELLO
David Watkin - Clive Morris 1988 (Stradivarius 1710)

DOUBLE BASS
Barry Guy - Roger Dawson 1983 (Gasparo de Said 1560J

DOUBLE BASS
Barry Guy - Roger Dawson 1983 (Gasparo de Said 1560)

FLUTE**
Lisa Beznosiuk - Roderick Cameron 1986 (Heinrich Grenser c. 1790J

OBOES
Frank de Bruine — Toshiyuki Hasegawa 1984 (Heinrich Grenser c. 1800,)
Cherry Baker - Olivier Cottet 1988 (Heinrich Grenser c. 1800)

OBOES
Frank de Bruine- Toshiyuki Hasegawa 1984 (Heinrich Grenser c. 1800,)
Peter Frankenberg - Toshiyuki Hasegawa 1984 (Heinrich Grenser c. 1800,)
BASSOON
Philip Turbett - Peter de Koningh 1987 (Heinrich Grenser c.1800)
HORNS
Anthony Halstead-John Webb 1988 (Bohemian 18th century)
Colin Horton - Robert Paxman 1983 (Lucien Joseph Raoux c.1800)
Anthony Chidell*-John Webb/Anthony Halstead 1989 (Franz Stohr c. 1800,)
Andrew Clark*-John Webb/Anthony Halstead 1989 (Franz Stohr c. 1800)
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BASSOON
Alastair Mitchell - Frederic Guillaume Adler, Paris c. 1810
HORNS
Anthony Halstead — John Webb/Anthony Halstead 1989 (Franz Stohr c. i8ooj
Colin Horton — Robert Paxman 1983 (Lucien Joseph Raoux c. 1800,)
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Das Compact Disc Digital Audio System
bietet die bestmogliche Klangwiedergabe - auf einem
kleinen, handlichen Tontrdger.
DIGITAL AUDIO Die iiberlegene Eigenschaft der Compact Disc beruht auf
der Kombination von Laser-Abtastung unddigitaler Wiedergabe. Die von der
Compact Disc gebotene Qualitdt ist somit unabhdngig von dem technischen
Verfahren, das bei der Aufnahme eingesetzt wurde.
Auf der Riickseite der Verpackung kennzeichnet ein Code a i s drei Buchstaben
die Technik, die bei den drei Stationen Aufnahme, Schnitt/Abmischung und
Uberspielung zum Einsatz gekommen ist.
IDDDI
-

Digitales Tonbandgerat bei der Aufnahme, bei Schnitt und/oder
Abmischung, bei der Uberspielung.

IaddI
'-

Analoges Tonbandgerat bei der Aufnahme; digitales Tonbandgerat
bei Schnitt und/oder Abmischung und bei der Uberspielung

Le systeme Compact Disc Digital Audio
permet la meilleure reproduction sonore possible a partir d’un support de son
de format reduit et pratique.
Les remarquables performances du Compact Disc sont le resultat de la combinaison unique du systeme numerique et de la lecture laser optique, independamment des differentes techniques appliquees lors de I’enregistrement. Ces
techniques sont identifies au verso de la couverturepar un code a trois lettres:
IdDDI
*

Utilisation d’un magnetophone numerique pendant les seances d’en
Ypnictrpvnpnt
Ip mixage
tnivnap pt/nu
Ip montage
mnntnap et
pt la
1/1 gravure.
arnvurp
registrement, le
et/ou le

IaddI
-

Utilisation d’un magnetophone analogique pendant les seances d’enregistrement, utilisation d’un magnetophone numerique pendant le
mixage et/ou le montage et la gravure.

|AAD|
'-'

Utilisation d’un magnetophone analogique pendant les seances d’enregistrement et le mixage et/ou le montage, utilisation d’un ma-

|AAD| Analoges Tonbandgerat bei der Aufnahme und bei Schnitt und/oder
- Abmischung: digitales Tonbandgerat bei der Uberspielung.
Die Compact Disc solite mit der gleichen Sorgfalt gelagert und behandelt
werden wie die konventionelle Langspielplatte.
Eine Reinigung erubrigt sich, wenn die Compact Disc nur am Rande angefafit
und nach dem Abspielen sofort wieder in die Spezialverpackung zuriickgelegt
wird. Solite die Compact Disc Spuren von Fingerabdriicken, Staub oder
Schmutz aufweisen, ist sie mit einem sauberen, fusselfreien, weichen und
trockenen Tuch (geradlinig von der Mitte zum Rand) zu reinigen. Bitte keine
Losungs- oder Scheuermittel verwenden!
Bei Beachtung dieser Hinweise wird die Compact Disc ihre Qualitdt

gnetophone numerique pendant la gravure.
p0ur obtenir les meilleurs resultats, il est indispensable d’apporter le meme soin
dans le rangement et la manipulation du Compact Disc qu’avec le disque
microsillon.
II n’est pas necessaire d’effectuer de nettoyage particulier si le disque est
toujours tenu par les bords et est replace directement dans son boitier apr'es
I’ecoute. Si le Compact Disc porte des traces d’empreintes digitales, depoussiere ou autres, il peut etre essuye, toujours en ligne droite, du centre vers les
bords, avec un chiffon propre, doux et sec qui ne s’effiloche pas. Toutproduit
nettoyant, solvant ou abrasif doit etre proscrit. Si ces instructions sont respectees, le Compact Disc vous donnera uneparfaite et durable restitution sonore.

dauerhaft bewahren.
The Compact Disc Digital Audio System
offers the best possible sound reproduction - on a small, convenient soundcarrier unit.
The Compact Disc’s superior performance is the result of laser-optical scanning combined with digital playback, and is independent of the technology used
in making the original recording.
The recording technology is identified on the back cover by a three-letter code:
|ddd| Digital tape recorder used during session recording, mixing and/or
'-* editing, and mastering (transcription).

Il sistema audio-digitale del Compact Disc
offre la migliore riproduzione del suono su un piccolo e comodo supporto. La
superiore qualita del Compact Disc e il risultato della scansione con I’ottica
laser, combinata con la riproduzione digitale ed e indipendente dalla tecnica di
registrazione utilizzata in origine.
Questa tecnica di registrazione e identificata sul retro della confezione da un
codice di tre lettere:
|dDD|
riferisce all’uso del registratore digitale durante le sedute di regie editing, e masterizzazione.
- strazione, mixing e/o

|add|
'-

Analogue tape recorder used during session recording; digital tape
recorder used during subsequent mixing and/or editing and during
mastering (transcription).

'-

|aad|
'-

Analogue tape recorder used during session recording and subsequent
mixing and/or editing; digital tape recorder used during mastering
(transcription).

In storing and handling the Compact Disc, you should apply the same care as
with conventional records.
No further cleaning will be necessary if the Compact Disc is always held by the
edges and is replaced in its case directly after playing. Should the Compact
Disc become soiled by fingerprints, dust or dirt, it can be wiped (always in a
straight line, from centre to edge) with a clean and lint-free soft, dry cloth. No
solvent or abrasive cleaner should ever be used on the disc.
If you follow these suggestions, the Compact Disc will provide a lifetime of
pure listening enjoyment.

IaddI

|aad|
'-'

$ta a<* indicare I’uso del registratore analogico durante le sedute di registrazione, e del registratore digitale per il successivo mixing e/o
editing e per la masterizzazione.
Riguarda I’uso del registratore analogico durante le sedute di registrazione e per il successivo mixing e/o editing, e del registratore di¬
gitale per la masterizzazione.

Per una migliore conservazione, nel trattamento del Compact Disc, e opportuno usare la stessa cura riservata ai dischi tradizionali.
Non sard necessaria nessuna ulteriore pulizia, se il Compact Disc verra
sempre preso per il bordo e rimesso subito nella sua custodia dopo I’ascolto. Se
il Compact Disc dovesse sporcarsi con impronte digitali, polvere o sporcizia in
genere, potra essere pulito con un panno asciutto, pulito, soffice e senza sfilacciature, sempre dal centro al bordo, in linea retta. Nessun solvente o pulitore
abrasivo deve essere mai usato sul disco.
Seguendo questi consigli, il Compact Disc fornira, per la durata di una vita,
H godimento del puro ascolto.
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